Training Sessions
• ERG Leadership Development (Designed for ERG leaders & D&I practitioners) – learn from the latest and leading thoughts on ERGs, share and network with other ERG leaders. Led by Dr. Vu Pham
• Training Sessions for Experienced Professionals (Special 1-time offer from Ascend in partnership with SASE) Led by Wes Hom (from Ascend, retired VP at IBM) & Dennis Hirotsu (retired VP at P&G)
  - Communicating Your Story – Great leaders effectively sell themselves, their projects, their teams, and even their concerns to gain influence that leads to results.
  - Managing Up – High achievers have learned to "manage up" through building valuable relationships at all levels.
• Effective Work & Communication Styles (Designed for Young Professionals) – Led by Linda Akutagawa (from LEAP)
• Understanding and Leveraging Our Asian Identity and Values (Designed for Young Professionals) – Led by Linda Akutagawa (from LEAP)
• Communications Through Improv (Designed for Everyone) – Improve your communication skills by doing Improv. Led by member of Stir Friday Night
• UnLimitU (Designed for Young Professionals) – Led by Dr. Vu Pham

Networking Lunch (Cross Company)
Organizational Advisory Council Strategic partners who will meet with the SASE board to provide feedback and recommendations
Moderated Panel Discussions (Company Executives and SASE Board)
• Young Professionals (2 sessions)
• Experienced Professionals (1 session)
Reception
Achievement Awards Dinner Keynote speaker - Jenette Ramos, Boeing SVP
*SASE Executive Forum Networking *Invitation Only

Breakfast and Welcome
Professional Workshops (1 track for young & 1 track for experienced)
*SASE Executive Forum Meeting *Invitation Only
Lunch Keynote speaker – Brian Wong, Kiip CEO
Executive SASEtalks
Networking Session (Collegiate meets Professional)
Gala Dinner and SASE Awards

Career Fair

REGISTER NOW:
CONFERENCE.SASECONNECT.ORG